STAY IN THE FIGHT

WE CAN END SERVICE MEMBER AND VETERAN SUICIDE TOGETHER.

EAGLEOPS.ORG/BATTLEBUDDY

I PROMISE TO MY FELLOW SERVICE MEMBERS, VETERANS AND FAMILY THAT WHEN FACING MY DEMONS I WILL NOT TAKE MY OWN LIFE. BUT, I WILL REACH OUT TO MY BATTLE BUDDY BECAUSE THE BATTLE CANNOT BE WON ALONE.
I PROMISE TO MY FELLOW SERVICE MEMBERS, VETERANS AND FAMILY THAT WHEN FACING MY DEMONS I WILL NOT TAKE MY OWN LIFE. BUT, I WILL REACH OUT TO MY BATTLE BUDDY BECAUSE THE BATTLE CANNOT BE WON ALONE.

STAY IN THE FIGHT

WE'RE LOSING MORE SERVICE MEMBERS AND VETERANS TO SUICIDE THAN WE ARE IN ACTIVE COMBAT.

If you are like one in the battlefields at home, struggling with thoughts of suicide, would you let a friend temporarily store your firearm to save your own life? You fought with your brothers, now let them fight with you.

1. Be and find a Battle Buddy.
2. Ask yourself or your Battle Buddy thoughts of suicide today?
3. JUST FOR NOW, let your Battle Buddy store your firearms or offer to do the same for two veterans or service members in your life fighting suicidal thoughts.
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We’re losing more service members and veterans to suicide than we are in active combat.

If you see an enemy on the battlefield, at home, struggling with thoughts of suicide, would you let a friend temporarily store your firearm to save your own life? You fought with your brothers, now let them fight with you.

2. Ask yourself or your battle buddy if they can think about ending themselves.
3. JUST FIGHT ON. Let your battle buddy know your reason for offering to do their part to support a service member or veteran in your life fighting suicidal thoughts.

We can end service member and veteran suicide together.
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WE'RE LOSING MORE SERVICE MEMBERS AND VETERANS TO SUICIDE THAN WE ARE IN ACTIVE COMBAT.

If you are like one on the battlefield or home, struggling with thoughts of suicide, would you let a friend temporarily share your firearm to save your own life? You fought with your brothers, now let them fight with you.

1. Be and find a Battle Buddy.
2. Ask yourself or your friends about suicide:
3. Tell someone:
4. Call our Battle Buddy now to discuss or offer help to the service man or woman in need who is fighting suicidal thoughts.

WE CAN END SERVICE MEMBER AND VETERAN SUICIDE TOGETHER.
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WE'RE LOSING MORE SERVICE MEMBERS AND VETERANS TO SUICIDE THAN WE ARE IN ACTIVE COMBAT.

If you are like one on the battlefield at home, struggling with thoughts of suicide, would you let a friend temporarily store your firearm to save your own life? You fought with your brothers, now let them fight with you.

1. Be and find a Battle Buddy.
2. Add yourself or your family member to their list, and include your phone number and email.
3. JUST FOR NOW, let your Battle Buddy know your feelings, or offer to do the same for the emotional support of service member in your life fighting suicidal thoughts.
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WE CAN END SERVICE MEMBER AND VETERAN SUICIDE TOGETHER.
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I PROMISE TO MY FELLOW SERVICE MEMBERS, VETERANS AND FAMILY THAT WHEN FACING MY DEMONS I WILL NOT TAKE MY OWN LIFE. BUT, I WILL REACH OUT TO MY BATTLE BUDDY BECAUSE THE BATTLE CANNOT BE WON ALONE.
I PROMISE TO MY
FELLOW SERVICE
MEMBERS, VETERANS
AND FAMILY THAT
WHEN FACING MY
DEMONS I WILL NOT
TAKE MY OWN LIFE.
BUT, I WILL REACH
OUT TO MY BATTLE
BUDDY BECAUSE
THE BATTLE CANNOT
BE WON ALONE.

IF YOU SEE SOMEONE IN THE BATTLEFIELD OR HOME,
STRUGGLING WITH THOUGHTS OF SUICIDE, WOULD YOU
LET A FRIEND TEMPORARILY SHARE YOUR STRENGTH TO SAVE
YOUR OWN LIFE? YOU FIGHT WITH YOUR BROTHERS, NOW
LET THEM FIGHT WITH YOU.

EAGLE OPS

STAY IN THE FIGHT
WE ARE LOSING MORE SERVICE
MEMBERS AND VETERANS TO SUICIDE
THAN WE ARE IN ACTIVE COMBAT.

1. MAKE A PLAN. LET YOUR BATTLE BUDDY KNOW WHAT YOU PLAN TO DO AND WHERE YOU ARE GOING.
2. TALK TO SOMEONE. TELL YOUR BUDDY, FAMILY, OR FRIEND WHAT YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT.
3. CALL FOR HELP. USE YOUR BATTLE BUDDY’S CONTACT DATABASE OR CALL 1-800-273-TALK (7255) OR TEXT 741741 TO OUT STAY IN THE FIGHT.
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WE CAN END SERVICE MEMBER AND VETERAN SUICIDE TOGETHER.
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STAY IN THE FIGHT

WE’RE LOSING MORE SERVICE MEMBERS AND VETERANS TO SUICIDE THAN WE ARE IN ACTIVE COMBAT.

If you see a friend on the battlefield at home struggling with thoughts of suicide, would you let a friend temporarily store your firearm to save your own life? You fought with your brothers, now let them fight with you.

1. Be a Battle Buddy
2. Ask yourself or your Battle Buddy daily: Am I thinking about ending myself?
3. JUST FOR NOW: Let your Battle Buddy know your feelings or offer to do the same for your Yoshimura
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WE CAN END SERVICE MEMBER AND VETERAN SUICIDE TOGETHER